Development Application
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT
No. 345 Belmore Road
Riverwood, NSW
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No. 351 EXISTING MEDICAL CENTRE
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01 - FC. CLADDING WITH VERTICAL JOINTS EXPRESSED, TO MATCH DULUX, TICKING, SG6G7.

02 - PAINT + RENDER, TO MATCH DULUX, LEXICON QUARTER, SW1E1.

03 - PAINT + RENDER, TO MATCH DULUX, TICKING, SG6G7.

04 - PAINT + RENDER, TO MATCH DULUX, MENISCUS SG6F1.

05 - ALUMINIUM PRIVACY SCREEN, FRAME TO MATCH DULUX, ARMOURSPRAY BLACK SG6G9.

06 - FACEBRICK.

07 - GLASSBLOCK

08 - ALUMINIUM BALUSTRADE POWDERCOAT FINISH/ OPAQUE GLASS

09 - ALUMINIUM DOORS & WINDOWS POWDERCOAT FINISH, TO MATCH DULUX, ARMOURSPRAY BLACK SG6G9.

10 - VERTICAL ALUMINIUM SLATS POWDERCAT FINISH TO MATCH DULUX, BLACK GLOSS 272909G.

11 - COLORBOND AWNING + FASCIA TO MATCH COLORBOND MONUMENT.

12 - COLORBOND AWNING + FASCIA TO MATCH COLORBOND WINDSPRAY.